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• Econometric models



IntroductionIntroduction
All organizations conduct their activities in an 
uncertain environment.  The major role of forecasting 
is to reduce this uncertainty.

In order that corporate management can set 
reasonable targets for its objectives, it must have 

il bl h l f b h f h h davailable the relevant forecasts, both for the short and 
long terms.

Corporate planners in all areas will utilize an array of 
forecasts in constructing the various portions of the 
b i l
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business plan.



Subjects of ForecastsSubjects of Forecasts

• Macro forecastsac o o ecasts
• Gross domestic product
• Consumption expenditure• Consumption expenditure
• Producer durable equipment expenditure

R id ti l t ti• Residential construction
• Industry forecasts

• Sales of an industry as a whole
• Sales of a particular product within an 
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p p
industry



Subjects of ForecastsSubjects of Forecasts

• Firm level forecasts• Firm-level forecasts
• Sales
• Costs and expenses
• Employment requirementsp y q
• Square feet of facilities utilized
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Prerequisites of a Good ForecastPrerequisites of a Good Forecast

A good forecast shouldgood o ecast s ou d
• be consistent with other parts of the 

business.business.
• be based on adequate knowledge of the 

relevant past.relevant past.
• take into consideration the economic and 

political environment.po t ca e v o e t.
• be timely.
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Forecasting TechniquesForecasting Techniques 

1 Expert opinion1. Expert opinion
2. Opinion polls and market research
3. Surveys of spending plans
4 Economic indicators4. Economic indicators
5. Projections
6. Econometric models
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Forecasting TechniquesForecasting Techniques

Qualitative forecasting is based onQualitative forecasting is based on 
judgments of individuals or groups.

Quantitative forecasting utilizes Q g
significant amounts of prior data as a 
basis for predictionbasis for prediction.
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Forecasting TechniquesForecasting Techniques

Naïve methods project past data Na ve et ods p oject past data
without explaining future trends.

Causal (or explanatory) forecasting 
tt t t l i th f ti lattempts to explain the functional 

relationships between the dependent 
i bl d th i d d t i blvariable and the independent variables.
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Forecasting TechniquesForecasting Techniques

Choosing the right technique dependsChoosing the right technique depends 
on various factors.

1 th it t b f t1. the item to be forecast
2. the relation between value and 

costcost
3. the quantity of historical data 

availableavailable
4. the time allowed to prepare the 

forecast
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Expert opinionExpert opinion

Jury of executive opinion:  A forecast Ju y o e ecut ve op o : o ecast
generated by experts (e.g, corporate 
executives) in meetings.executives) in meetings.

Th j d b k i th tThe major drawback is that persons 
with strong personalities may exercise 
di ti t i fldisproportionate influence.
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Expert opinionExpert opinion

Opinions of Sales RepresentativesOpinions of Sales Representatives

A d b k i th t l l bA drawback is that salespeople may be 
overly optimistic or pessimistic.

Further, they may be unaware of the broad 
economic patterns that may affect demand.
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Expert opinionExpert opinion
Delphi Method:  A form of expert opinion forecasting 
that uses a series of written questions and answers to 
obtain a consensus forecast.  

• Experts do not meet to discuss and agree on a 
forecast, eliminating the potential pitfall resulting , g p p g
from using a jury of executive opinion.

• There is no need for unanimity of opinion; the 
forecast can include a range of opinions.
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Opinion polls and market researchOpinion polls and market research

Opinion polls: A forecasting methodOpinion polls:  A forecasting method 
in which sample populations are 
surveyed to determine consumptionsurveyed to determine consumption 
trends.

•may identify changes in trends
•choice of sample is importantp p
•questions must be simple and clear
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Opinion polls and market researchOpinion polls and market research

Market research is closely related to opinionMarket research is closely related to opinion 
polling.  

Market research will indicate “not only why 
the consumer is or is not buying but also whothe consumer is or is not buying, but also who 
the consumer is, how he or she is using the 
product, and what characteristics the p oduct, a d w at c a acte st cs t e
consumer thinks are most important in the 
purchasing decision.”
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Surveys of Spending PlansSurveys of Spending Plans

Surveys of spending plans seek informationSurveys of spending plans seek information 
about “macro-type” data relating to the economy.

• Consumer intentions
• Survey of Consumers, Survey Research Center, 

University of Michigan
• Consumer Confidence Survey, The Conference 

Board
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Surveys of Spending PlansSurveys of Spending Plans

Surveys of spending plans seekSurveys of spending plans seek 
information about “macro-type” data 
relating to the economyrelating to the economy.

• Inventories and sales expectations

• Capital expenditure surveys
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Economic IndicatorsEconomic Indicators

Economic Indicators:  A barometric 
method of forecasting in which economic 
data are formed into indexes to reflect the 
state of the economy.

Indexes of leading, coincident, and lagging 
indicators are used to forecast changes in 
economic activity.
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Economic IndicatorsEconomic Indicators

Leading indicators predict changes in future g p g
economic activity.

Coincident indicators identify peaks and 
troughs in economic activity.g y

Lagging indicators confirm upturns andLagging indicators confirm upturns and 
downturns in economic activity.
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Economic Indicators
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Economic IndicatorsEconomic Indicators

General rule of thumb
If after a period of increases the leadingIf, after a period of increases, the leading 
indicator index sustains three consecutive 
declines a recession (or a slowing) will followdeclines, a recession (or a slowing) will follow.  

(Economic indicators have predicted each recession since 1948.)
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Economic IndicatorsEconomic Indicators

Drawbacksawbac s
• Leading indicators occasionally 

forecast recessions that do not occurforecast recessions that do not occur.  
• A change in the index does not indicate 

th i i f th d lithe precise size of the decline or 
increase.

• The data are subject to revision in the 
ensuing months.
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ProjectionsProjections

Trend projections: A form of naïveTrend projections:  A form of naïve 
forecasting that projects trends from 
past datapast data.  

1. Compound growth ratep g
2. Visual time series projections
3 Least squares time series projection3. Least squares time series projection
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ProjectionsProjections

Compound growth rate:  Forecasting Co pou d g owt ate: o ecast g
by projecting the average growth rate 
of the past into the future.of the past into the future.  

• First calculate the constant growth rate• First, calculate the constant growth rate 
using available data.

• Then project this constant growth rate into• Then project this constant growth rate into 
the future.
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Compound Growth RateCompound Growth Rate

• Provides a relatively simple and timely 
forecastforecast

• Appropriate when the variable to be 
predicted increases at a constant 
percentage
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Compound Growth RateCompound Growth Rate

General formula:

E = B(1+i)nE  B(1+i)

E = final value n = years in the series
B = beginning value i = constant growth rate
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Compound Growth RateCompound Growth Rate

Solve the general formula for theSolve the general formula for the 
constant growth rate, i. 

i = (E/B)1/n –1( )
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Compound Growth RateCompound Growth Rate

Then project this constant growth rate e p oject t s co sta t g owt ate
forward. 

E = B(1+i)n

E = projection n = years (series + 
projection)projection) 

B = beginning value
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ProjectionsProjections
Time series forecasting: A naïve g
method of forecasting from past data 
by using least squares statistical y g q
methods.  

A ti i l i ll iA time series analysis usually examines
•Trends
C li l fl t ti•Cyclical fluctuations

•Seasonal fluctuations
•Irregular movements
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•Irregular movements.  



Time Series ProjectionsTime Series Projections
Advantages

1. easy to calculate
2 does not require much judgment or2. does not require much judgment or 

analytical skill
3 d ib h b ibl fi f3. describes the best possible fit for past 

data
4. usually reasonably reliable in the 

short run
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Time Series ProjectionsTime Series Projections

Yt = f(Tt, Ct, St, Rt)t f( t, Ct, St, t)

Y A t l l f th d t t ti tYt = Actual value of the data at time t
Tt = Trend component at t
Ct = Cyclical component at t
St = Seasonal component at t
Rt = Random component at t
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Time Series ProjectionsTime Series Projections

The task of the analyst is to decomposeThe task of the analyst is to decompose 
the time series of Y into its four 
componentscomponents.

The method of moving averages is 
used to isolate seasonal fluctuationsused to isolate seasonal fluctuations.  
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Time Series ProjectionsTime Series Projections

Comp tation of the trend tili es the leastComputation of the trend utilizes the least 
squares method.    

The dependent variable is the deseasonalized 
seriesseries.

h i d d i bl i i iThe independent variable is time, starting 
with period 1.  
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Time Series ProjectionsTime Series Projections

Possible forms of the estimatedPossible forms of the estimated 
equation include: 

• Straight line: Y = a + b(t)g ( )
• Exponential: Y = abt

Q d i Y b( ) ( )2• Quadratic: Y = a + b(t) + c(t)2
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Time Series ProjectionsTime Series Projections

To the isolate cyclical component o t e so ate cyc ca co po e t
another smoothing operation can be 
preformed with a moving average.preformed with a moving average.  

Th l th f th iThe length of the moving-average 
period is determined individually for 

heach case.  
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Time Series ProjectionsTime Series Projections

The remaining fluctuation is e e a g uctuat o s
considered the random component of 
the series.the series.  

Th d f t t bThe random factors cannot be 
predicted and therefore should be 
i d f j tiignored for projection purposes.   
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